
Introduction

The 2020 election and COVID-19 pandemic

showed the incredible power of the internet that can shift

the opinion and understanding of the public. After

learning about behavioral targeting is a method to track

the consumer (Reczek, Summers, Smith, 2020) this

sparked my curiosity of what other ways the internet can

positively affect the real world, at a time of deep

concerns about data collection of consumers for

companies. Currently, even in a pandemic Americans are

facing on going health problems, with one of the main

ones being, obesity. In this board, I examined companies

impacting the health in Latinx communities in America

by using data collection.

Research Question

What are the health impacts on the Latinx 

community due to personalized 

advertisements?

Methods

• Scholarly Articles

• On-line interview with Victor Pazmino,

Founder of an Illinois based on-line

digital marketing company whose work

includes targeted advertisements.
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Pros of Targeted Advertising

❑Can lead to better life choices: 

• One study states, “ … {Together with the growing number of Latinos and their comparatively low

use of prescription drugs, make the production of Latino-targeted DTCA an attractive strategy for

pharmaceutical firms,” (Baker, Kristin K., and Guzman, 2015). This study demonstrates the

positive impact towards the Latinx community by normalizing seeking medical aid instead of

buying off the counter drugs. Their method is showing a positive outcome in the ad by talking to a

medical professional through popular Spanish TV programs.

• A similar approach made by a website called, “Salud! America” This platform was used to target

the Latinx community about COVID-19 related news by using ads and tracking the amount of

traffic coming into the platform with Google Analytics. The platform managed to generate 173,508

views in 2020 (Despres, Cliff, et al., 2020).
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Based on the information I found, I believe

that companies can make a difference

within health by using collected data to

make targeted ads. These methods do have

pros and cons of how they use their

targeted ads. As shown from my board I

mostly shared the positive outcomes in

health. However, I do believe that these

companies need to be more transparent to

the consumer on how they acquire the

personal information from the consumer.

…Things were getting really creepy,
and in terms of ads still kind of are…
It’s kind of this dark hole that nobody
knows in terms how the algorithm
really works.

Victor Pazmino, CEO 
of Pazmedia
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Cons of Targeted Advertising

The chart at left shows that targeted

advertising of communities of color is not

new. As shown from a study from 2009,

low-income zip codes had more ads

advocating towards unhealthy products

compared to zip codes that have a high-

income resulting to an unhealthier style of

eating disproportionately impacting people

of color.


